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What is DANS?
Institute of Dutch 
Academy and 
Research Funding 
Organisation 
(KNAW & NWO) 
since 2005
First predecessor 
dates back to 
1964 (Steinmetz 
Foundation), 
Historical Data 
Archive 1989
Mission: promote 
and provide 
permanent access 
to digital research 
information

Data Archiving in the Humanities and 
Social Sciences
Data collection and data processing 
 awareness of the value of preserving data for re-use: 
– for validating the results of earlier research
– for comparative analysis
– for secondary analysis: answering new research questions 
with existing data
1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s
social science 
data archives
ICPSR, ZA, UKDA 
Steinmetz
text archives for 
linguistics and 
literary studies
Oxford Text 
Archive
historical data 
archives
NHDA, HDS, 
IPUMS
archaeology 
data archives
ADS, EDNA
Emergence of data archives:
Dataverse, Zenodo, 
Figshare, B2Suite
University repositories
General data sharing 
facilities
The federated data infrastructure:
a collaborative framework
EASY: Electronic Archiving System for self-deposit
NARCIS: Gateway to scholarly 
information in the Netherlands
Data Seal of Approval: Towards 
sustainable and trusted data 
repositories
Our services
Dutch Dataverse Network: storing data 
during the research
EASY Electronic Archiving System
Metadata in 6 varieties
28.130 datasets in archive
http://easy.dans.knaw.nl
Reuse of datasets at DANS 2005-2013
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Five re-use cases of data in the humanities
Collaborative work: 
bringing together data 
from many scholars
1. Historical shipping
2. Digitized censuses
3. Global inequality
4. Holocaust studies
5. Dendrochronology
1880
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“Grey literature” in DANS archives
• Archaeological reports: excavation results
• Publications belonging to research datasets
• Data documentation
• Search term
– “rapport” or “report” give 12,530 + 102 results
– “documentatie/-ion”gives 170 + 139 results
– “publicatie/ion” gives 497 + 60 results
New service since May 1st 2014: Dutch Dataverse
Linking data to publications and other research 
information
Not just (open) 
access to publications 
and data, but connect 
them to Research 
Information

Grey literature in NARCIS: 33%
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Contents of NARCIS
Article/Book/Book part
Report
Doctoral thesis
Conference paper
Contribution to periodical
Book review
Working paper
Other

Enhanced publications / data in context
Research Data
ResearchersReport
Organizations involved:
Funder and research 
institute
Topics linking to 
related information
Aggregation: the 
enhanced publication
Research Data
Publication Researchers
Enhanced publication
Research organization
Funder
Related subjects
Persistent
Identifier
Certification Standards: Data Seal 
of Approval (DSA)
• DANS initiative
• International Board
• 16 guidelines
• Self assessment
• Transparency 
• 36 seals awarded
Data producers are responsible for the 
quality of research data, repositories for 
storage and long-term access, and users 
for correct use of data
• Findable
• Accessible
• Usable
• Reliable
• Citable
DANS in (inter)national context
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Thank you for your attention!
www.dans.knaw.nl
www.narcis.nl
elly.dijk@dans.knaw.nl
peter.doorn@dans.knaw.nl
http://youtu.be/HJbo-OAaJ1I
The work DANS does 
summarized in a 4 minute 
video, introduced by 
Neelie Kroes
